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Copyright statement

Copyright statement

Broadcom, the pulse logo, Connecting everything, and Symantec are among the trademarks of Broadcom.

Copyright ©2020 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved.

The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. For more information, please visit
www.broadcom.com.

Broadcom reserves the right to make changes without further notice to any products or data herein to improve reliability,
function, or design. Information furnished by Broadcom is believed to be accurate and reliable. However, Broadcom does
not assume any liability arising out of the application or use of this information, nor the application or use of any product or
circuit described herein, neither does it convey any license under its patent rights nor the rights of others.
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Symantec EDR documentation support

Symantec EDR support site

Open a troubleshooting ticket, obtain a license, access training, and get product downloads:

https://support.broadcom.com/security

Symantec EDR documentation set

Access Symantec EDR documentation at the following site:

http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/symantec-security-software/endpoint-security-and-
management/endpoint-detection-and-response/4-5.html

The Symantec EDR documentation set consists of the following:

Document Description

Symantec EDR 4.5 help All of the topics that you need to:
• Size your Symantec EDR deployment
• Install and upgrade Symantec EDR and perform the initial

configurations
• Configure the Symantec EDR appliance
• Set up users and roles to access the EDR appliance console
• Integrate Symantec EDR with third-party applications (e.g.,

Splunk and ServiceNow)
• Use Symantec EDR to detect indicators of compromise and

remediate threats in your environment

Symantec Endpoint Detection and Response 4.5 Release Notes Information you need to know about this release of Symantec
EDR, including what's new in this release, upgrade
considerations, and known and resolved issues.
To learn about any issues that arose after the publication of the
Release Notes, see Late Breaking News at:
Symantec EDR Late Breaking News

Symantec Endpoint Detection and Response 4.5 Installation
Guide for Dell 8840 and 8880 appliances

Complete explanations of the planning, installation, and setup
tasks for the Dell 8840 and 8880 physical appliance.

Symantec Endpoint Detection and Response 4.5 Installation
Guide for the Symantec S550 appliance

Complete explanations of the planning, installation, and setup
tasks for the S550 appliance.

Symantec Endpoint Detection and Response 4.5 Installation
Guide for virtual appliances

Complete explanations of the planning, installation, and setup
tasks for a virtual appliance.

Symantec Endpoint Detection and Response Threat Discovery
Guide

Information, including queries and descriptions, to help you
discover threats to your network environment using Symantec
EDR.

Symantec Endpoint Detection and Response 4.5 Sizing and
Scalability Guide

Sizing considerations and vertical scaling, and other topics
designed to help you with recommendations on how to grow your
deployment.

Symantec EDR assets

You can view assets, such as the License Agreement, Product Use Rights Supplement, Third-party Notice, on the
following site:

https://www.broadcom.com/support/download-search
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To view assets related to Symantec EDR, select the following fields:

• Product Group:  Symantec Cyber Security
• Product Family:  Endpoint Security
• Product Name:  Endpoint Detection and Response
• Asset Type:  Click the drop-down menu to select that asset that you want to view (e.g., License Agreement).
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What's new in Symantec Endpoint Detection and Response 4.5

Feature Description

Symantec EDR is discontinuing support for Symantec EDR Cloud
and EDR Cloud Manager.

Symantec EDR provided this cloud-managed component to
support various use cases, such as heterogeneous OS coverage
and roaming client visibility.
Symantec is concluding its support for Symantec EDR Cloud
and EDR Cloud Manager.  The core features of the EDR Cloud
console are migrated to ICDm as part of Symantec Endpoint
Security Complete.  Contact your sales representative for more
information.

Increased Symantec EDR appliance console logon password
complexity.

This release hardens the secure access to the Symantec EDR
appliance console by local account users.  Now when users create
passwords, they must meet stronger, minimum requirements.
The minimum password criteria is as follows:

• Eight characters long
• One capital letter
• One lowercase letter
• One number
• One non-alphanumeric character

Administrators can also configure passwords to expire anywhere
from 1 to 365 days.  The default expiration period is 120 days.
If you upgrade from an earlier version, current passwords are
accepted.  When those passwords expire and users change them,
they must meet the new minimum password criteria.  Password
expiration is set to 120 days when you upgrade to Symantec EDR
4.5. 

Share saved search queries. Save Database > Events searches to use again.  Share your
searches and use searches others have shared.  Tag your most
frequently used searches as favorites.

Block access to non-PE files. Add the SHA256 hash value and file size for non-PE file types
(that is, any non-executable file types) to the Symantec EDR deny
list policy.
The deny list policy is propagated to every group that the SEPM
Controller manages.  SEP blocks users and processes from
reading and opening the matching non-PE file.  An attempt to
open the non-PE file generates a deny list detection event.
You must be running Symantec Endpoint Protection 14.3 RU1 or
later to block non-PE files.
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Feature Description

Collection and enrichment of AntiMalware Scan Interface
(AMSI) and Event Tracing for Windows (ETW) events.

Configure Symantec EDR to collect the following events to expose
more visibility into the endpoints:
• AMSI events provide visibility of threat actor methods that can

evade traditional command-line interrogation methods.  
• ETW events provide visibility into events happening on

managed Windows endpoints.
You can also forward AMSI and ETW events to a third-party
console.
Create Recorder policy rues to reduce the volume of these events
that you know are safe.
You must be running Symantec Endpoint Protection 14.3 RU1 or
later to block non-PE files.

More MITRE event enrichment. Symantec EDR has more MITRE-enriched events.  This
enhancement lets you use the MITRE ATT&CK framework to
provide context into what is happening in your environment.
MITRE enrichment enhancements now included endpoint recorder
events that are pulled from full dumps.  Enrichment also includes
SEP detections, STAR submissions, and the new as AMSI and
ETW events.

4123: Endpoint Detection (file) event includes SHA256 hash
blocking events.

As of Symantec EDR 4.5 and SEPM 14.3 RU1 and later, this
event includes SHA256 hash blocking events.

New policy for Recorder rules. Recorder policy rules specify which actors/processes are
monitored, recorded on the endpoint activity recorder, sent to
Symantec EDR, or not recorded at all. Or you can choose to
not monitor an actor/process event at all because you know it is
benign.  You can define rules at the rules event-type level, and/
or specific actor /actor command line/target/target command line/
action level.
Benefits of Recorder policy rules are as follows: 
• Increase data retention periods on your endpoints for more

valuable data by ignoring low-value, predicted event data.
• Reduce network bandwidth consumption of low-value event

data.
• Make more significant events easier to find by reducing the

volume of events to search through.
• Reduce the incidents of false-positive incidents.
Your endpoints must be running Symantec Endpoint
Protection14.3 RU1 to use this feature.

Record file open events. Record anytime a user or system process attempts to read a non-
executable file.
Selecting this option can result in a large volume of events being
recorded.  Create Recorder rules to limit where on your file system
you want these types of events detected.
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Feature Description

Synapse Log Collector utility and Symantec EDR embedded
database support changes.

Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager (SEPM) 14.3 RU1
updates its embedded database to Microsoft SQL Express.
SEPM no longer supports the Sybase embedded database or the
Synapse Log Collector. If SEPM detects the Sybase embedded
database and Synapse Log Collector when you upgrade to SEPM
14.3 RU1, it uninstalls them.
See Important information about upgrading for important
information that you should know before you upgrade to SEPM
14.3 RU1 about establishing (or re-establishing) your SEPM
database connection.
If you do not use the embedded database and Synapse Log
Collector before you perform the upgrade (you use the MS SQL
database), no changes are required.

Renaming Blacklist and Whitelist policies. The Blacklist policy is now referred to as the deny list policy. 
The Whitelist policy is referred to as the allow list policy.  These
changes appear in the EDR appliance console, the API, and in the
product documentation.

Search for correlated events. Use the new correlation_uid search
field to view the events that are grouped based on the same attack
chain according to SONAR.

Update broadcom.com in Symantec EDR Firewall Quarantine
policy

Symantec Endpoint Protection firewall policy rules have been
updated to include broadcom.comas an allowed domain.
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Important information about upgrading

Synapse Log Collector utility and Symantec EDR embedded database changes

Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager (SEPM) 14.3 RU1 updates its embedded database to Microsoft SQL Express.
SEPM no longer supports the Sybase embedded database or the Synapse Log Collector. If SEPM detects the Sybase
embedded database and Synapse Log Collector when you upgrade to SEPM 14.3 RU1, it uninstalls them.

Symantec recommends that you upgrade to Symantec EDR 4.5 or later first, then upgrade to SEPM 14.3 RU1. When
performed in this order, Symantec EDR automatically re-establishes the database connection to SEPM’s Microsoft
SQL Express embedded database. You might see a connection error while the re-configuration to the MS SQL Express
embedded database occurs. If the issue persists, you can manually configure the MS SQL Express embedded database
connection.

If you upgrade to SEPM 14.3 RU1 first before you upgrade to Symantec EDR 4.5 or later, SEPM uninstalls the Sybase
embedded database and the Synapse Log Collector.  Symantec EDR no longer receives logs from SEPM until you do
either of the following tasks:  

• Upgrade to Symantec EDR 4.5 (upon upgrade, Symantec EDR automatically configures the connection to the MS
SQL Express embedded database). For the connection to be automatically re-established, you must also have SEPM
Controller connection for same SEPM server.

• Edit the existing SEPM database connection and change the type to MS SQL. Or you can delete the existing
connection to the SEPM embedded database and then configure a new connection to the MS SQL Express embedded
database.

If you were not using the SEPM embedded database and instead had configured an external MS SQL Server database
before you perform either upgrade, no changes are required.

If a self-signed certificate was used in the SEPM Sybase embedded database setup, the connection appears in the EDR
appliance console as "Unencrypted".

Reconfigurations to the SEPM database are logged in the Symantec EDR Audit log.

If you are upgrading from Symantec EDR 4.3 or earlier and are using the Synapse Log Collector, and you are using
SEPM 14.3 MP1 or earlier, you must reinstall the log collector with a new SEPMLogCollector.msi for Symantec EDR.
  Configure the log collector on the Settings > Global page. The new log collector enables Symantec EDR to perform
enhanced correlation between Advanced Attack Technique-based incidents and SEP detections.

When you install the new log collector .msi file for Symantec EDR 4.5 or later, you receive this enhanced functionality. If
you continue to use a log collector installed from a prior version of Symantec EDR, the prior functionality still exists.

Migration of endpoint activity recorder exclusions to recorder rules

The endpoint activity recorder exclusions that you created when you configured the SEPM Controller in Symantec EDR
4.4 and earlier are migrated to the Recorder policy tab.  The migrated rules are designated as Disable Monitoring
Rules, and there is no limit as to how many rules can be migrated.  However, you cannot create any additional Disable
Monitoring Rules until the count of Disable Monitoring Rules is 200 rules or less.

The Endpoint Activity Recorder Exclusions page in Symantec EDR 4.4 and earlier is renamed to the Endpoint
Activity Recorder Rules in Symantec EDR 4.5.

Changes to the single sign-on (SSO) feature

If you upgrade from Symantec EDR 4.3 and earlier, changes to the SSO feature require that you perform actions after
migration to continue to use this feature.
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• If you use Norton Secure Login (NSL):
NSL is no longer supported.  Upon migration, the SSO link on the EDR appliance console logon page and related
settings on the Settings > Data Sharing page no longer appear.  To continue using SSO, configure a new identity
provider (IdP) (for example, Okta). 

• If you use any IdP other than NSL:
a. In the EDR appliance console on the left navigation pane, click Settings > Data Sharing.
b. In the Single Sign-On section, click the three vertical dots to reveal edit icons for each of the SSO configuration

panels. 

c. Click URLs for Identity Provider.
d. Copy and paste the Symantec EDR URLs to the appropriate fields in your IdP administration console.
e. Download the Symantec EDR sso.cert and upload it to your IdP.
f. Verify that the fields in the other panels are still the proper parameters for your IdP.

Understanding the upgrade path

If you run the Symantec Advanced Threat Protection (ATP) 3.1, 3.2 or Symantec EDR 4.0 or later, you can upgrade to
Symantec EDR 4.5.

Troubleshooting

Release notes, new fixes, and system requirements for Endpoint Security and all versions of Endpoint Protection

About software updates
Symantec Endpoint Detection and Response software updates are periodically available to provide improved
performance, functionality, enhancements, and security. Symantec EDR checks daily for updates.  You are notified of an
available update as follows: 

• The  EDR appliance console System Health appears in yellow with the status System Needs Attention.  Mousing
over the message displays a pop-up message that an update is available. 

• An update notifications appears in the EDR appliance console on the Settings > Appliances page.
NOTE
The Update Software option may not appear until 24-48 hours after the update is available.

• You'll receive an email if you configured Symantec EDR to send email notifications.

It's important that you do the following when updating the software:

• Perform a backup.
To mitigate risks, complete a full backup before you perform a software update. Do not perform or restore a backup
during the upgrade process.
Refer to the following knowledge base article for backup/restore procedures related to Symantec EDR builds prior to
version 4.3:
Preparation checklist for reinstalling ATP 3.x

• Each appliance must be updated separately.
• Upgrade the management platform before you upgrade remote scanners.
• Do not turn off your appliance or restart Symantec EDR during the upgrade process.
• Do not change any of your configuration settings during the upgrade process.

If you change your settings during the upgrade process, you may corrupt your database.
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Performing an upgrade from the command line
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Performing an upgrade from the command line

Before you begin, make sure you review the important information about software updates.

About software updates

1. From your Symantec EDR Management Platform server, open a console window.

2. At the command prompt, type update download.

The latest version of Symantec EDR downloads to your local cache.

3. Type update install.

Symantec EDR installs, and then the server automatically reboots.

4. Repeat steps 1-3 on each of your remote scanner servers.

NOTE

Check the status of the update by typing the following command:

update status

Troubleshooting

See the following article if you upgrade Symantec EDR after you have recently updated your license and the following
error appears:

[Error 14] HTTPS Error 471 - The requested URL returned error: 471 inactivated key.

Unable to update Symantec Advanced Threat Protection or Symantec Endpoint Detection and Response via CLI
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Symantec EDR version support for appliances

The Symantec S550 appliance supports Symantec EDR 4.1 and later.

The following appliance models support Advanced Threat Protection 3.0 and later and Symantec EDR 4.0 and later:

• Dell 8880
• Dell 8840

Symantec EDR 8880 and 8840 appliances include an Integrated Dell Remote Access Controller (iDRAC). The iDRAC
console requires the latest version of the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) installed on your administrative client.

Warranty information for Dell appliances
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Browser requirements for the EDR appliance console

Browser requirements for the EDR appliance console lists the web browsers that are compatible with the EDR appliance
console. JavaScript must be enabled in the browser and cookies must be allowed. The minimum resolution for viewing the
EDR appliance console is 1280x1024.

Table 1: Browser requirements for the EDR appliance console

Browser Version

Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 or later

Note: Quick filters are not supported.

Mozilla Firefox 81.0 or later (64-bit)
Google Chrome 85.0.4183.121 or later (64-bit)
Microsoft Edge Version 85.0.564.63 or later (64-bit)
Safari Not supported
Opera Not supported
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System requirements for the virtual appliance

IMPORTANT
It's imperative that your virtual computer has the proper resources allocated before you power on the VM.
Otherwise, you will experience disk space or high-memory usage errors. Also, a lack of CPU cores could
also result in failure to raise services during the boot sequence and/or an inability to open the EDR appliance
console.   See the Symantec Endpoint Detection and Response Installation Guide for virtual appliances for more
information.

System requirements for a virtual appliance installation lists the system requirements for the virtual appliance. These
requirements differ if you use Symantec EDR's endpoint activity recorder feature. The endpoint activity recorder collects
data from your endpoints, which is then stored in Symantec EDR's database. As such, Symantec EDR requires more
system resources and storage space when the endpoint activity recorder is enabled.

Table 2: System requirements for a virtual appliance installation

Requirement
Minimum per VM for production
environment without endpoint

activity recorder feature

Minimum per VM for production environment
with endpoint activity recorder feature

Disk space 500 GB 1.5 TB (1 TB hard disk in addition to the VM's existing
500 GB hard disk)

CPU 12 Cores 12 Cores
Memory 48 GB 48 GB
VMware VMware ESXi version 6.0 U2 or later

Refer to your VMware documentation for VMware system requirements and configuration of virtual
machines.

Additional requirements are as follows:

• Use the proper block size, depending upon the VMFS version of your system. If your ESXi server is using VMFS-2,
then set block size to 4MB or greater.

• If you are using a file system later than VMFS-2, then set block size to 8MB or greater.
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System requirements for Symantec Endpoint Protection
integration

Symantec Endpoint Protection version requirements

Symantec Endpoint Detection and Response can integrate with Symantec™ Endpoint Protection for enhancing event
information and providing Endpoint Communications Channel (ECC) functionality. Symantec EDR has certain version
requirements based on various components of SEP.

The minimum SEPM version is 12.1 RU6 or later. Symantec EDR can connect to multiple SEP sites with one connection
per SEP site, up to a total of ten connections to SEPM hosts.

Symantec EDR can manage the client endpoints that run SEP version 12.1 RU 6 MP3 or later with full ECC functionality.
However, clients must be running SEP 14 or later to take advantage of ECC 2.0 functionality.

Client endpoints that run versions earlier than SEP 12.1 RU5 are not supported. Some functionality is limited for the
clients that run on versions between SEP 12.1 RU5 and 12.1 RU6 MP3. The Symantec EDR documentation describes
any functionality limits based on the version of the SEP client.

Synapse log collector database requirements

SEPM 14.3 RU1 or later uses Microsoft SQL Express as its database for log collection.  Symantec EDR can access the
database without any special host system requirements.

SEPM 14.3 MP1 or earlier supports either the MS SQL Server database or an embedded database.  When SEPM uses
an embedded database, Symantec EDR uses a log collector on the SEPM host. This log collector requires the SEPM host
to be running one of the following operating systems:

• Windows 7 (64-bit only)
• Windows 8 (64-bit only)
• Windows Server 2008
• Windows Server 2012
• Windows Server 2012 R2 or later (recommended)

See the Symantec Endpoint Protection documentation for SEPM system requirements.
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Required firewall ports

Depending on your network layout, you may need to open some ports on your firewall and edit your firewall rules. These
changes let you access the important web addresses that are essential for Symantec Endpoint Detection and Response
operations.

Symantec EDR web and IP addresses lists the web and IP addresses to which Symantec EDR requires access.

Table 3: Symantec EDR web and IP addresses

Web addresses/IP Address Protocol Port Description

• remotetunnel1.edrc.symantec.com
• remotetunnel2.edrc.symantec.com
• remotetunnel3.edrc.symantec.com
• remotetunnel4.edrc.symantec.com
• remotetunnel5.edrc.symantec.com

HTTPS 443 Permits Symantec Support remote access to
the Symantec EDR appliance.

https://api-gateway.symantec.com TCP 443 Accesses Symantec's Targeted Attack
Analytics service.

licensing.dmas.symantec.com TCP 443 Used to get the Cynic license.
api.us.dmas.symantec.com
api.eu.dmas.symantec.com

TCP 443 Used to perform queries to the Cynic US and
UK servers (required).

liveupdate.symantec.com TCP 80 Used to check for and download definitions for
Symantec's detection technologies.

ratings-wrs.symantec.com TCP 443 Used to query Norton Safe Web server to
identify malicious websites.

stnd-avpg.crsi.symantec.com
stnd-ipsg.crsi.symantec.com

TCP 443 Used to send detection telemetry to Symantec.

register.brightmail.com TCP 443 Used to register the appliance.
swupdate.brightmail.com TCP 443 Used to check for and download new releases

of Symantec EDR.
shasta-rrs.symantec.com
shasta-mrs.symantec.com

TCP 443 Used to perform reputation lookups for
Windows executable and APK installable files.

datafeedapi.symanteccloud.com TCP 443 Used to download Email Security.cloud and
EDR: Roaming events.

stats.norton.com TCP 443 When telemetry is configured, used to send
statistics telemetry to Symantec.

telemetry.symantec.com TCP 443 When telemetry is configured, used to send file
telemetry and to upload diagnostic packages
to Symantec.

EDR appliance console TCP 443 (inbound) or in
the range of 1024 to
9997

Access to Symantec EDR public API.

https://sso1.edrc.symantec.com TCP 443 Used for SSO.

Symantec EDR ports and settings describes the ports that Symantec EDR uses for communications, content updates, and
interactions with Symantec.cloud detection services.
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Table 4: Symantec EDR ports and settings

Service Protocol Port From To Description

Back up FTP; SSH 20 TCP, UDP
21 TCP
22 TCP, UDP

Management
platform or all-in-
one appliances

Configured
backup storage
server
(Internal traffic)

FTP server: FTP ports 20, 21
SSH server: SSH port 22

Email notifications SMTP 25 TCP
587 TCP

Management
platform or all-in-
one appliance

SMTP server
(Internal traffic)

Communication with the SMTP
server.

Content updates HTTP 80 TCP All appliances Symantec
(External traffic)

Virus and Vantage definitions,
and other content that
LiveUpdate delivers .
This port is required for proper
functioning of the product.

Statistics delivery HTTP 80 TCP All appliances Symantec
(External traffic)

Sends the data to Symantec
for statistical and diagnostic
purposes.
Private data is not sent over
this port.

(ECC) 2.0 HTTPS
HTTP

443
80

Managed SEP
endpoints

Symantec EDR Communicates commands to
the endpoints.

ECC 1.0 HTTPS 8446 Symantec EDR SEPM Commands to SEPM.
RRS/endpoint submissions
ECC 2.0

HTTPS
HTTP

443
8080

SEP Symantec EDR The SEPM private cloud that
lets endpoints communicate
with Symantec EDR.

RRS/endpoint submissions
ECC 1.0

HTTPS
HTTP
HTTP

443
80
8443¹

SEP Symantec EDR The SEPM private cloud that
lets endpoints communicate
with Symantec EDR.

Symantec cloud detection,
analysis, and correlation
services and telemetry
services

If endpoint
activity
recorder
enabled
If endpoint
activity
recorder
disabled

443 TCP All appliances Symantec
(External traffic)

Cloud service queries and
telemetry data exchanges .
If the endpoint activity recorder
is enabled SEP sends
conviction events directly to
Symantec EDR.

Antivirus and intrusion
prevention conviction
information

HTTPS HTTP 8080 TCP or
HTTPS 443 TCP
HTTP 80 TCP or
HTTPS 8443 TCP

SEP clients Symantec EDR
management
platform

Information about the files and
the network traffic that  SEP
 detects.

Antivirus and intrusion
prevention conviction
information

HTTPS
HTTP

443 TCP
80

Symantec EDR
management
platform

Symantec
(External traffic)

Information about files and
the network traffic that SEP
detects.

Product updates HTTPS 443 TCP All appliances Symantec
(External traffic)

Finds and delivers new
versions of Symantec EDR.

EDR appliance console HTTPS 443 TCP
443 (inbound) or in
the range of 1024
to 9997

Client connecting
to manage an
appliance

Management
platform or all-in-
one appliance
(Internal traffic)

EDR appliance console access
for an all-in-one appliance or
management platform.
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Service Protocol Port From To Description

EDR appliance console,
network scanners, and all-
in-one

SSH 22 Client connecting
to manage an
appliance

Management
platform,
scanner, or all-in-
one appliance
(Internal traffic)

Command-line access for
an all-in-one appliance or
management platform.

Synapse SEPM
connection with Microsoft
SQL Server (optional)

JDBC 1433 TCP (default) Management
platform or all-in-
one appliance

SEPM Microsoft
SQL Server
(Internal traffic)

Required if using the Microsoft
SQL Server for SEPM and
Synapse.
SEPM administrators can
configure a different port for
this communication.

Communication channel
(management platform
and network scanner
installations only)

AMQP 5671 TCP
5672 TCP

Network scanner
appliance

Management
platform
(Internal traffic)

Communications between the
management platform and
network scanners.
Not required for an all-in-one
installation. After the initial
exchange on this port, the
communication is secured.

Blocking page (Inline Block
mode only)

HTTP 8080 TCP Network scanner Protected
endpoints
(Internal traffic)

Sends the blocking page
when content is blocked at an
endpoint.
Not required for Inline Monitor
or Tap/Span modes.

Synapse SEPM
connection with Embedded
DB (optional)
Supported for SEPM 14.3
MP1 and earlier.

HTTPS 8081 TCP (default) Management
platform or all-in-
one appliance

SEPM server
(Internal traffic)

Required if using the
embedded database for
Synapse connection to SEPM.

Connection to SEPM
database

HTTPS 2638 TCP (default) Management
platform or all-in-
one appliance

MS SQL Express

Synapse SEPM
connection with the
SEPM web services
Remote Management and
Monitoring (RMM) service
(optional)

HTTPS 8446 TCP (default) Management
platform or all-in-
one appliance

SEPM Server Required if connecting to the
SEPM server for executing
management operations.
For example, adding or
removing items from the
blacklist or placing an endpoint
under quarantine.

Syslog Syslog TCP (preferred) or
UDP port should
be the same as
configured in the
EDR appliance
console for syslog

All appliances Configured
Syslog server
(Internal or
external traffic
based on your
environment)

If syslog is configured, this
connection delivers log
messages to remote syslog.

EDR: Email
EDR:  Roaming

HTTPS 443 TCP Management
platform or all-in-
one appliance

Symantec This connection lets Symantec
EDR collect conviction events
from EDR: Roaming and
EDR: Email when Synapse
Correlation is enabled for either
one of these services.
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Service Protocol Port From To Description

Active Directory LDAPS 636 Management
platform or all-in-
one appliance

Active Directory
server

This connection allows
Symantec EDR to integrate
with Active Directory for user
authentication.

Security Analytics link HTTPS
TCP/UDP

443 Management
platform or all-in-
one appliance

Symantec
Security
Analytics
appliance or
virtual appliance

This connection lets Symantec
EDR integrate with Symantec
Security Analytics to provide
a link on individual log events
to navigate users to additional
information on related network
motion.

¹ Port 8443 is only available if you were using this port on previous versions of Symantec EDR and have since updated. If
you are installing Symantec EDR for the first time, this port is not available.
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Known issues in Symantec EDR 4.5

Known issue Description

Inherited sub-groups count doesn't update the first time the SEPM
Controller launches.

If the Settings  > Global  page is opened when you add sub-
groups to the SEPM, the inherited sub-groups count in the EDR
appliance console does not update. 
Do one of the following for a workaround:
• Navigate to another page in the EDR appliance console, then

go back to the Settings > Global > SEPM Group Inclusions
page.

• Close the browser tab, log into the EDR appliance console
again, then go to the Settings > Global > SEPM Group
Inclusions page.

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=192406
Multi-select option is slow when there are a large number of
SEPM groups.

Symantec engineering is investigating this issue.
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=192409

EDR appliance console times-out before a console operation
finishes.

You should be able to edit the settings again, and the list of groups
are cached.
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=192410

When configuring the endpoint activity Recorder Group
Exceptions settings, the settings are lost if they are saved with a
SEPM group name that has since been renamed.

Before making changes to the endpoint activity recorder settings,
consider editing the SEPM Group Inclusions list first and
refreshing the list of SEPM groups. The list can become out-of-
date if your SEPM admins have made recent changes that have
not replicated or changes were made to in Active Directory to AD-
connected SEPM groups.
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=192407

Multi-column search for Database Entity does not work on OS and
some other columns.

Symantec engineering is investigating this issue.
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=192209

Endpoint activity recorder searches fail with
"CLIENT_ERROR_UPLOAD_RESULTS"

Symantec EDR aborts commands if the client is in the process of
shutting down.
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=192212

Symantec EDR API and EDR appliance console event query is
not working as expected.

Symantec engineering is investigating this issue.
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=192098

File name with Right To Left Order character causes Symantec
EDR to display string backwards.

Symantec engineering is investigating this issue.
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=192191

Synapse Error- Symantec EDR license expired. Functionality
disabled despite a new, valid license being uploaded.

Symantec EDR recovers if it passes from an unlicensed to
licensed state either by the passage of time or installing license
files. The system behaves as expected if passing from licensed to
unlicensed by passage of time.  There is no scenario to un-license
a system by installing files.  However, the EDR appliance console
appears to not automatically update itself in a timely fashion. 
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=192173

Events reporting fDenyTSConnections reg key changes are not
accurate or missing in the Description field.

When launching a command to disable RDP on a Windows
endpoint with Symantec Endpoint Protection (SEP) client installed,
Symantec EDR either shows no event or has an event that
inaccurately reports "RDP enabled".
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article/200340
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Known issue Description

The edr_data_protocols field is not present in event type_id 8007
from SEP 14.2 RU2 client.

The Symantec EDR engineering team is working to resolve this
issue.
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article/200341

Targeted Attack Analytics (TAA) status stuck at PENDING after
license upload.

The Symantec EDR engineering team is working to resolve this
issue.

Extraneous error when entering domain information after choosing
Submit to Sandbox for a non-PE file.

This issue is resolved in SEDR 4.5 by requiring the FQDN for the
domain, including the TLD.  Example: adfs.contoso.net
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article/192189

Most TAA incidents not displaying in EDR appliance console. This can occur under the following circumstances:

1. The license file(s) uploaded to the appliance are used on a
SEPM other than the one configured in the appliance. SEP
clients upload telemetry submissions and are correlated by
their license file.

2. The SEPM is configured correctly, but the SEPM group(s)
to which the unknown endpoint(s) belong to have not been
selected for group inclusion.

3. The SEP client was previously known to Symantec EDR,
but the record may have been purged from the appliance
database.

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=173639
Symantec EDR shows "DUMMY" MD5 hash for events. EDR shows bd2103035a8021942390a78a431ba0c4 in some

events/incidents.
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article/192099

In 'Summary' of Executive Report, the Total # of infected
endpoints with SEP is very high.

The Symantec EDR engineering team is working to resolve this
issue.
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article/200242/

Closed incident gets re-created (same event appears as a
"CLOSED" incident and "NEW" incident).

When reviewing incidents on the Symantec EDR appliance, a
new incident is created that contains events from the same date
and time as those in a previously closed incident.  The incident
continues to get generated even though the incident is repeatedly
closed.
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article/200435/

Client information related to 64-32 bit are incorrect in the EDR
appliance console.

On the Details page for a Win10 client-64 in the Symantec
Endpoint Protection Manager (SEPM) console, SEPM reflects
that 64-bit is "yes". In the EDR appliance console, on the search
results or entity page for a 64-bit Windows endpoint, Symantec
EDR displays a 64-bit state of "no" for the same endpoint.
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article/190477

Dashboard graph display issue. The EDR appliance console Network graph does not display on
Dashboard.
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article/200344
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Known issue Description

SSO logout error message can't be removed from EDR appliance
console, even after page refresh or successful local user login/
logout.

When users logout of the EDR appliance console, if the IdP
session has already been closed and the IdP failed the logout
request, the EDR appliance console logon page contains the
following error message:

Contact your administrator to ensure that a correct and valid
Symantec EDR sso.crt is uploaded to the IdP.  Also ensure that
the IdP contains Symantec EDR's correct SP Issuer value.
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article/200520

Symantec EDR sends alerts about certificate expiration for a
SEPM Controller that was removed from the EDR appliance
console.

This can occur if an older SEPM was previously configured and
the database entry for it was not properly purged.
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=194797

The field "reg_value_result.data" is not forwarded to Splunk. When reviewing data sent from Splunk to Symantec SEDR, the
field "reg_value_result.data" is missing.
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=192033

JVM heap is high. Engineering is investigating this issue.
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=202448

S550 can not sustain workload after the Elasticsearch size is over
~30% of volume size.

Engineering is investigating this issue.
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=202450

Scanner (730) in Tap mode on distributed environment: Not seeing
events in EDR appliance console and also errors in PIE logs.

Engineering is investigating this issue.
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=202758
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Resolved issues in Symantec EDR 4.5

Issue KB link

Symantec app for Qradar - API queries are getting a 504 error. https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=192179

Issues with keeping client enrolled. https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=171884

Qradar SIEM they still see localhost instead of host name. https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=192180

No endpoint activity recorder events are sent to Symantec EDR. Symantec Endpoint Protection resolved this issue.

Endpoint activity recorder policy update is not sent to all clients.
Only some clients receive the latest policy.

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?
articleId=TECH257011

Threat Attack Analysis (TAA) server rejecting the delete request. https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?
articleId=TECH254021

Import blacklist policy failure. https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=190474
Invalid Synapse configuration error. https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=186205
Endpoint IP address is intermittently set to its IPv6 address even if
its IPv4 address is available.

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=190482

The EDR appliance console has several errors and is slow to
reload.

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=190481

TAA server rejects request to delete license. Click the following link for the workaround:
Unable to upload new SEP license for Threat Attack Analytics
(TAA) to the SEDR appliance

Not able to restore the DB backup. When a backup file is too large, it is possible that copying the
backup file from remote storage to the system on which you want
to restore it can fail.
If this happens, as a workaround, manually copy the file to
the system where you want to restore it and then execute the
following command as a non-admin user:
./restore --filename= --localdir= --logdir=
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=191842

When monitoring the show_queues command via the admin CLI
of the Symantec EDR appliance, it is noted that events in some
queues are building.

1. Reboot the Symantec EDR appliance.
2. Should rebooting the appliance not resolve the issue, collect a

diagnostics using the steps in the following article and contact
Symantec Technical Support.
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?
articleId=179389

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=192279
The title on the browser tab does not change when navigating to
Incident Manager tab.

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article/200342

Email template is not updated with new management port. https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=196984

Symantec EDR self-signed certificate changed from Symantec to
Broadcom.

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article/200750

Incident Created and Detection Type columns contain no data
when exporting Incident Manager view.

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article/200597/

Symantec EDR does not display some events from SEP 14.3.x
clients.

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article/200531/
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Issue KB link

Dashboard and database search show no new malicious or
suspicious events.

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article/200790

SEDR appliance fails to work after updating chained GUI
certificate.

Please contact Broadcom technical support for assistance with
this issue.
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article/200432

Symantec EDR agents bump once per hour to fetch a new policy,
even if no updates are available.

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=202085

Unable to upgrade AIO1 using UI. https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=202087
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